Maintenance Schedule 2022
Daniel Domínguez

1 Inspections

Jan 3 2022  Inspect all instruments

May 23 2022  Inspect all instruments

2 Recalibrations

Apr 15 2022  HL7 full recal

May 18 2022  HL7 depth sensor recal

3 Failures


May 9 2022  00LOVE down

May 18 2022  HL7 Depth Sensor failed

July 14 2022  Parsivle Disdrometer laser failed.

4 Maintenance

January 11 2022  Replaced motor module for well pump (~2 year life)

Aug 10 2022  HL7 scheduled recal

Dec 8 2022  HL7 scheduled recal

Sept 5 2022  Scheduled inspections of all instruments

Jan 2 2022  Scheduled inspections of all instruments